
Inriver Syndicate
Activate inriver Syndicate for an end-
to-end solution which accelerates the 
distribution of your products to new 
touchpoints, reaching more customers
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With e-commerce skyrocketing, the 
online shift is here to stay. Digital 
commerce unlocks a self-directed 
buying experience. Customers decide 
how they buy and where they start, 
which means your product information 
is now more important than ever. It’s 
your digital front door, across all your 
touchpoints.

How do you get the right product 
information to where they are? 

The answer is Product Data 
Syndication. With inriver Syndicate it’s 
straightforward to deliver accurate, 
consistent product information 
to marketplaces, online retailers, 
distribution partners, data pools, and 
even internal stakeholders. Staying 
on top of ever-changing channels 
with their own rules, regulations and 
restrictions is easy. And there’s no need 
to worry about the risk of penalties 
and chargebacks if you fail to comply.

Accelerating your distribution 
related processes eliminates time 
consuming, error prone manual 
tasks

Assuring consistent product 
information and related digital 
assets are quickly disseminated 
across all your channels

Leveraging up to date and curated 
templates ensure you comply to 
channel requirements

Mapping and transforming 
product information and digital 
assets quickly and easily saves time

Expanding the number of 
your channels with a no 
limit restriction

Knowing you have domain 
experts on hand to assist 
when you need it

Sharing best practice and 
lessons learned with the 
wider inriver community

at a glance

7 ways inriver Syndicate can 
help you expand your market
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Inriver Syndicate accelerates the 
mapping, transformation and 
distribution of product content to 
the relevant outbound channels. 
Combined with domain expertise and 

an ever-growing template library, this 
enhanced capability helps you deliver 
revenue-driving product information to 
every customer touchpoint

Engaging product information is just 
as important for your distribution 
channels as it is for your own site. With 
inriver Syndicate, there’s no need to 
create separate enriched product

information or integrate with an 
external PIM. You have everything 
you need. Simply access inriver Enrich 
directly from inriver Syndicate to craft 
compelling product stories.

Leveraging data-driven intelligence 
with inriver Evaluate eliminates the 
guesswork about your product 
information’s performance across all 

your channels. Get clear, actionable 
guidance from engagement intelligence 
to help you drive conversions and grow 
your revenue.

here’s how inriver 
Syndicate makes 
your life easier

Enrich for an 
engaging product 
experience

Evaluate
to create
an iterative
approach

Domain expertise

Evaluate

Enrich Map Transform Deliver
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Populating the required fields is easy 
with inriver Syndicate’s mapping 
interface. All mandatory, unique and 
recommended fields are displayed. 
Drag and drop the product data to 
the right field or let the system do it 
automatically for you.

Filter and search as you are diving 
into your complex data model looking 
for the right field to meet the unique 
requirement of your channel.

Display tool tips are there if you need 
assistance.

Inriver Syndicate takes away the 
pain of transforming your product 
information to meet the different 
requirements of each channel.

Default functions such as 
concatenations, value mapping, 
language selection and string 
manipulation come as standard. If 
needed, you can create your own 
custom functions leveraging a library 
of helpful code snippets.

With inriver Syndicate, you have a wide 
range of output formats to choose 
from, including JSON, XML, CSV and 
advanced XLS. Advanced XLS lets you 
populate your excel file automatically 
from inriver Syndicate. For each 
channel, either schedule specific 
start times to deliver your product 
information or send it immediately. 

Need to change the schedule? No 
problem. It’s easy to disable with one 
click. Deliver product information via 
FTP, SFTP, FTPS, Azure blob, or HTTP 
Post. Need to support another delivery 
method, add your own extensions to 
create custom outputs.

Inriver Syndicate’s experts are a natural 
extension of your own team. Need 
advice, for instance, how to best 
position your product for a particular 

channel – just ask. With our domain 
expertise, you’re up and running fast.

map to various 
marketplaces and 
retailers

transform to meet 
the needs of any 
marketplace

deliver to
your desired
channels

domain expertise
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inriver Headquarters 
T: +46 40 97 38 80 
Södra Tullgatan 4 
Malmö, Sweden

inriver US 
T: +1-312-291-8056 
125 S Wacker Dr, #2500 
Chicago, IL

Want to learn more about how 
inriver helps product marketers 
deliver better product stories?

book a demo

Bring your products to life with inriver 
and gain firstmover advantage by 
activating inriver Syndicate.

Speed – Achieve quicker 
time to market or respond 
immediately to changing 

market regulations no matter where 
your product is being distributed. 

Automation – Drastically 
reduce manual workload and 
the user input mistakes that 

go with it. Break free of the ‘excel hell’ 
with automation. 

Consistency – Ensure 
products are always presented 
correctly and consistently 

regardless of the channel, by using 
curated templates.

how do the features 
translate into business 
benefits?

https://www.inriver.com/inriver-pim-demo/

